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Abstract
We use nano disk arrays with square and honeycomb symmetry to investigate magnetic phases and spin correlations of XY dipolar systems at the micro scale. Utilizing
magnetization sensitive X-ray photoemission electron microscopy, we probe magnetic
ground states and the “order-by-disorder” phenomenon predicted 30 years ago. We
observe the antiferromagnetic striped ground state in square lattices, and 6-fold symmetric structures, including trigonal vortex lattices and disordered floating vortices,
in the honeycomb lattice. The spin frustration in the honeycomb lattice causes a phase
transition from a long-range ordered locked phase over a floating phase with quasi
long-range order and indications of a Berezinskii−Thouless−Kosterlitz-like character,
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to the thermally excited paramagnetic state. Absent spatial correlation and quasi periodic switching of isolated vortices in the quasi long-range ordered phase suggest a
degeneracy of the vortex circulation.
Keywords: Macro spins, XY dipolar systems, phase transition, spin correlation, nano
disk array, X-ray photoemission electron microscopy

Phase transitions, correlations and fluctuations of topological phases and
vector spin frustrated systems have remained a fundamentally intriguing
research problem for several decades.1,2 In fact, advances in synthesizing systems with tailored chemical, electronic, and/or magnetic disorder
and in characterization tools, including next generation diffraction-limited light sources enabling, e.g., element and magnetization sensitive Xray photon correlation spectroscopy, combined with novel concepts of
neural networks, quantum computing, and magnetic storage and logic
devices, are expected to boost even further the interest in this research
area. The appeal of geometric frustration is fueled by exotic physical behaviors originating from a macroscopic ground state degeneracy manifesting spin ices,3−6 spin glasses,7,8 quantum spin liquids,9,10 vortices,11−13
Skyrmions,14−17 and Hopfions, 18,19 without the need of vector spin exchange, known as the Dzyaloshinskii−Moriya interaction (DMI).20,21 The
continuous degeneracy of ideally frustrated systems is typically reduced
by thermal fluctuations (spin wave excitation) and small imperfections
to a discrete symmetry resembling the underlying structure. This phenomenon is referred to as ”order-by-disorder”13,22,23 and governs (quasi)
long-range order in exchange and dipolar spin systems.24 Though different in nature, theoretical and experimental data suggest that exchange
and dipolar interaction may cause similarly frustrated states and phase
transitions. While XY dipolar systems with square symmetry reveal a
direct transition from an antiferromagnetic locked phase to a paramagnetic phase, honeycomb lattices are expected to exhibit an intermediate floating phase with quasi long-range order, vortex formation, and
a Berezinskii−Thouless−Kosterlitz-like (BTK-like) phase transition,25
known from isotropic XY exchange systems.11,12 The floating phase manifests due to spin frustration in the sense that not all spins can be collinear in the honeycomb ground states.13,23 Structural disorder in imperfect
square lattice may similarly lead to spin frustration and the nucleation
of vortices.26
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The original motivation to study spin frustrated XY dipolar systems
traces back to FeCl3-graphite intercalated compounds with strong dipolar and weak exchange interaction between layered Fe3+ ions arranged
in a honeycomb lattice.13 Despite successful correlation between experimental and numerical integral properties, a direct visualization of the
predicted magnetization configurations in XY dipolar systems, providing an unambiguous proof, is still lacking three decades later.13,23 More
recently, the analogy between exchange and dipolar interactions in view
of spin frustration was exploited to study artificial spin ice6,27,28 and colloidal spin glass29 at the micro scale through direct visualization of the
magnetization configuration by fabricating arrays of magnetic planar
micro/nanostructures and magnetic colloids, respectively. Hybrid IsingXY macro spin−lattices resolved the inherent lack of degenerate ground
states in planar artificial spin ice owing to distinct (next) nearest neighbor interactions.30 To date, studies of XY macro spins had been limited
to square lattices and the influence of (a relatively large) lattice spacing on their magnetization reversal processes31,32 and thermal stability33
retrieved from integral magnetometry measurements. The experimental challenge of preparing and investigating high-quality XY macro spin
systems had yet to be overcome to visualize ground states and thermal
fluctuations in square and particularly honeycomb lattices, which hold
the promise of exciting physics. Recently, first steps have been undertaken to study thermal fluctuations and phase transitions in square lattices harnessing muon spin relaxation.34
Here, we investigate magnetic phases and correlations of planar XY
macro spin−lattices and report the experimental observation of magnetic
ground states through direct imaging, predicted three decades ago.13,23
As a model system, we use closely packed nano disk arrays with uniform
magnetization, square and honeycomb symmetry, and various lattice
constant. The magnetization configurations are spatially resolved using
X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM, beamline 11.0.1 at
the Advanced Light Source) in combination with X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)35,36 as element specific contrast mechanism. We
observe the antiferromagnetic striped ground state in square lattices,
and 6-fold symmetric structures, e.g. trigonal vortex phase, disordered
floating vortices, and indications of the thermally select paired ground
state, in the honeycomb lattice. The spin configurations in the honeycomb lattice confirm the highly sensitive interplay between stray field
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interaction and thermal excitations (manipulated through enlarging lattice spacing and temperature) due to aforementioned spin frustration,
that causes a phase transition from a long-range ordered locked phase
over a floating phase with quasi long-range order to the thermally excited paramagnetic state. Vortices preferentially nucleate near domain
boundaries or out of noncollinear spin configurations, i.e., vortices and
disordered spins. We further show quasi periodic switching of the vortex circulation indicative of a degeneracy with respect to the sense of
rotation. The stabilization of remanent striped domains in honeycomb
lattices underlines the multipolar nature of the stray field interaction in
closely packed nano disk arrays with an emergent magnetic hysteresis,
which is absent in point-like XY dipolar systems.
The XY macro spin−lattices were fabricated by lithographically patterning planar nano disk arrays and subsequent electron beam vapor deposition of soft-magnetic Permalloy (Py, Ni80Fe20) sandwiched between 2
nm titanium on naturally oxidized silicon wafers. Employing ultrasonic
agitation development at 5 °C to promote the removal of degraded molecules allowed for manufacturing holes with a spatial separation down
to 30 nm and a shape as close to a circular disk as possible [Figure 1].
The resulting iron-rich polycrystalline Permalloy (Ni76Fe24)37 nano disks
with a diameter of (100 ± 5) nm stabilize uniformly magnetized domains
with minimal roughness related pinning, from here on referred to as XY
macro spins. In particular, we prepared nano disk arrays with ≈10 000
disks, lattice constant a = (130−160) nm, thickness h = (10 ± 0.2) nm,
and diameter d ≃ 100 nm. Here, we focus on two specimens with a =
150 nm and a = 155 nm, which become thermally active slightly above
room temperature. Numerous further investigations revealed a high sensitivity of the honeycomb lattice macro spins to spacing and structural
imperfection that led to either highly fluctuating or locked spins in the
entire accessible temperature range (120−390) K given a temporal resolution of ≥2.5 s. The samples were mounted on a temperature controlled
PEEM holder and via electromagnet ex situ saturated perpendicularly to
the magnetization sensitivity of XMCD and the short edge of the honeycomb lattice. This way, we avoided the influence of unknown conditions
during growth on the as-grown magnetization configuration. We chose
this orientation for two reasons regarding the honeycomb lattice: first,
it provides the largest and most unambiguous contrast for the vortex
configuration; and second, it minimizes the influence of field selection of
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Figure 1. Nano disk arrays resembling XY macro spins. (a, b) SEM (inlens) micrographs of square and honeycomb lattice. (c) TEM image revealing high-quality nano
disks with traces of polymeric residuals. (d) Schematics of part c indicating the notation used. Scale bars are 200 nm.

frustrated spin configurations. The field was slowly ramped down, and
the sample was taken out of the magnet such that the residual remanent
field of the magnet acted in normal sample direction, minimizing its effect. Regarding the high-temperature measurements, the temperature
was ramped up within 15 min and stabilized for at least 30 min. Afterward, the PEEM was realigned for 15 to 30 min to provide best possible
contrast sensitivity and spatial resolution. The data were recorded over
a period of about 30 min. The negligible energy barrier in the XY macro
spins leads to an immediate response in form of the transition from, e.g.,
remanent to thermally equilibrated states, which makes a precise time
tracking unnecessary. This is in very contrast to artificial spin ice with a
substantial energy barrier.
The room temperature remanent magnetization configuration of the
macro spin ensembles may resemble domains with e.g. uniaxial and
6-fold symmetry, including the vortex phase and paired ground state
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Figure 2. Ordering of magnetic XY macro spins in planar nano disk arrays (h = 10 nm;
d = 100 nm; a = 150 nm) visualized with XMCD-XPEEM. Each disk behaves as an (isotropic) XY macro spin which is magnetostatically coupled to its neighbors, resembling
systems with (see schematics): (a, b) uniaxial (striped) and (c, d) 6-fold symmetry, including two predicted honeycomb ground states: (c) vortices and (d) paired ground
state. The white arrows in part c indicate a region possibly in the paired ground state.
The images display the remanent states at room temperature after ex-situ saturation
along the indicated field direction, e.g. perpendicular to the short edge of the honeycomb lattice. Magnetic states shown in parts b and c are retrieved from different regions of the same nano disk array. Scale bars are 500 nm.

(Figure 2), depending on saturation orientation relative to the lattice,
temperature and structural properties, such as lattice symmetry, lattice
constant, and thickness. In the present case (a = 150 nm, h = 10 nm), the
magnetostatic stray field interaction, mediated through surface charges
separated by a − d ≈ 50 nm, is sufficiently strong to suppress thermal
fluctuation at room temperature while preventing a completely saturated remanent state. Square lattices favor macro spin chains periodically alternating along the saturation direction with uniaxial (0°) (Figure
2a) or biaxial (45°) symmetry. For either configuration, the corresponding thermally equilibrated state is a uniaxial system with long straight alternating stripes corresponding to the thermally select ground state of a
XY dipolar square lattice,23,24 which was recently also observed by muon
spin relaxation.34 It is worth to note that despite reordering of XY macro
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spins no persistent thermal fluctuations are observed in the square lattice at an elevated temperature of 390 K. The enhanced stability and correlation of square lattices with respect to the honeycomb lattice is an
intrinsic property of the 4-fold structural symmetry with a significant
anisotropy,23,24 which is further strengthened in closely packed lattices
due to multipolar stray field interaction.31 The associated hysteretic behavior originates from emergent energy barriers that may preserve magnetization configurations stabilized by an external in-plane magnetic
field at remanence. For honeycomb lattices, this translates to a ”ferromagnetic” state similar to striped domains, which, in ideal point-like XY
dipolar systems with absent magnetic hysteresis, transforms at remanence into a 6- fold symmetric vortex state.13 The affinity toward either
of the two ordered, symmetrically distinct states, namely striped (Figure
2b) and theoretically predicted trigonal vortex phase (Figure 2c), as remanent states depends on the interplay between thermal energy (temperature) and energy barrier (stray field interaction/spacing). For instance, room temperature honeycomb lattices consisting of Permalloy
nano disks (h = 10 nm, d = 100 nm) with a spacing of a − d ≲ 50 nm and
a − d ≳ 50 nm prefer large striped domains (including single-domain
states) and vortices (short-range ordered and disordered) as remanent
states, respectively. A lattice constant of approximately 150 nm appears
to balance the energy barrier between striped domain and vortex configuration, leading to a coexistence of both phases and the nucleation of
extended trigonal vortex lattices at remanence (Figure 2b,c; also Figure
3a,b). Both displayed examples were retrieved from different regions in
the same honeycomb nano disk array during the same run, and qualitatively reproduced by others. Typically, the remanent striped domains expand over multiple nano disks and have a larger periodicity than those
shown in Figure 2b. The increased vortex population and shrinking of
striped domains at elevated temperatures discussed below confirms that
individual energies are mostly unaffected. Each vortex lattice consists of
the same number of vortices and antivortices forming pairs or ordered
domains (schematics in Figure 2c). The term (anti)vortex refers to the
arrangement of adjacent XY macro spins, which is fundamentally different from soft-magnetic vortices observed in micro patterned films.38 The
absence of an out-of-plane magnetization component, usually referred
to as (anti)vortex core, in our systems is identical with the original BTK
theory for 2D XY spin systems, lacking a third dimension. Moreover, we
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find indications of the thermally select ground state in honeycomb lattices (Figure 2d), which we refer to as paired ground state due to collinearity of two neighboring XY macro spins.23 This configuration is similar to the vortex phase characterized by a trigonal symmetry but causes
an even weaker XMCD contrast (schematics in Figure 2d). Consequently,
a definite proof can only be given by visualizing the complete in-plane
magnetization component harnessing, e.g., Lorentz microscopy39 with
exit wave reconstruction40 or electron holography,41 and is scope of future work. A closer look at the boundary between trigonal vortex lattices with opposite vortex circulation and lateral displacement of one
hexagonal unit cell (region indicated by white arrows in Figure 2c; similar to upper right region in Figure 3a) reveals a magnetization configuration similar to a vortex with tendency toward the paired ground state,
which is the energetically preferable state due to minimized stray field
contributions.
Despite great efforts to optimize the sample quality, our systems
are far from being ideal. Both square and honeycomb lattices are ordered within few nanometers with nano islands exhibiting small deviations from perfect circular disks (Figure 1). These imperfections
are in literature referred to as ”dilution”, and cause a random axis anisotropy23 and local domains with same magnetization configurations.
The impact is particularly strong in geometrically frustrated honeycomb lattices, which additionally experience a preference of vortex
state over paired ground state (Figure 3).23 While the majority of studied honeycomb lattices reveals either large striped domains, or individual vortices surrounded by striped domains or embedded in a
bath of uncorrelated spins due to structural imperfection, select highquality samples with tailored interaction (a = 150 nm) stabilize extended vortex lattices coexisting with striped domains at room temperature and remanence (Figure 3a). The ratio between phase coverage
of striped domains and vortices is two to three in spite of local vortex lattice dominance. The slight increase in the lattice constant/
spacing by 5 nm suppresses striped domains and increases vortex
disorder (Figure 3c). Comparing these room temperature remanent
states (Figure 3a,c) with their at 390 K thermally (partially) equilibrated states (Figure 3b,d) reveals three fundamental aspects: (i) The
initial net magnetic moment of the remanent states due to a slight
misalignment of 5° vanishes upon thermal equilibration, leaving an
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Figure 3. Remanent and thermally (partially) equilibrated states in honeycomb nano
disk arrays measured at 300 and 390 K, respectively. Panels a−d depict the time averaged in-plane magnetization component of each XY macro spin extracted from experimental data [(a, b) a = 150 nm; (c, d) a = 155 nm]. Thermal excitation at 390 K transforms the room temperature remanent states a and c into equilibrated states b and
d, respectively. The black circles indicate vortices formed by six XY macro spins (see
schematics). Scale bars are 500 nm. (e, f) Micromagnetic simulations reproducing coexistence of meander and vortex phase at remanence, e.g., trigonal lattice and higher
order flux closure configurations.
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Figure 4. Spatial correlation of vortex phase in honeycomb lattices. (a) XMCD contrast
distribution revealing initial bias of remanent states due to 5° misalignment, and balancing of thermally equilibrated states, characteristic for vortex formation. (b) Radial
vortex distribution normalized to the vortex phase coverage C2(0) quantifies growth
of trigonal vortex lattice and mutual increase of trigonal and square configuration in
the disordered phase. Vertical lines indicate peak positions associated with square and
trigonal symmetry, or both. (c, d) Radial vortex correlation function C2(r) plotted on
loglog and semilogy scale reveals an increased long-range and quasi long-range order
for thermally equilibrated states with prior ordered and disordered vortex phase, respectively. C2(0) refers to the vortex population/vortex phase coverage. Vortex distribution and correlation function are given in units of the lattice constant a.

XMCD distribution characteristic for vortex formation (Figure 4a);
(ii) The lateral size of striped domains if existent is significantly reduced from >10 a to ≈1 a (left side of Figure 3a,b); (iii) The vortex
phase is preserved, but laterally rearranged, underlining the absence
of (significant) structural pinning, and its ”floating” characteristics during thermalization, that draws similarities to spin liquids and BTK-like
transitions. We refer to the alternation of the magnetization in this specific manner (more details below) as partial equilibration due to the
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lack of a global phase homogeneity as expected for a complete thermal
equilibration. However, all thermally (partially) equilibrated states exhibit an increased vortex population with respect to their room temperature remanent states. This is particularly evident in disordered
vortex phases (a = 155 nm), where the vortex phase coverage soars from
39% to 59% (Figure 3c,d). With increasing vortex population/density,
the initial randomness turns into short-range order with different local
symmetries, i.e. trigonal and square lattices (Figure 3c,d; Figure 4b). In
contrast, an originally ordered vortex lattice with slightly stronger interaction (a = 150 nm) may coherently expand (Figure 3a,b; Figure 4b).
Comparing the first two peaks of the radial vortex distribution normalized to the vortex phase coverage provides means to quantify the growth
of the trigonal and square configuration (Figure 4b). In particular, the
ratio between short-range order with trigonal and square symmetry decreases from 11.5 to 5.8 for the disordered vortex phase (Figure 3c,d),
which is equal to a growth of 50% and 200% for trigonal and square
lattice, respectively. Note that the apparent preference of square configuration is due to its initial negligibility. The absolute growth and coverage of the trigonal vortex lattice is for any investigated sample larger
compared to the square lattice (Figure 4b). Indeed, the thermally equilibrated state of the originally ordered vortex lattice (Figure 3a,b) shows
no square symmetry at all, but a significant increase (2×) of higher order peaks, indicating long-range order.
The preference of trigonal over square vortex lattices in XY dipolar
systems with honeycomb symmetry can be explained based on magnetic
flux closure, which is best for closely packed trigonal arrangements due
to constant orientation of the XY macro spin with respect to the center
of each vortex (schematics in Figure 2c). This feature draws similarities
to Skyrmion lattices occurring in B20 inversion symmetry broken single
crystals42 with DMI. The qualitative explanation is confirmed by rigorous theoretical description of XY dipolar systems13,23 and for finite nano
disks by micromagnetic simulations calculating the energy and relaxed
states of vortex lattices with various symmetries (h = 10 nm; d = 100
nm; a = 150 nm; Ms = 860 kA/m; A = 13 pJ/m). Briefly, the stray field energy for square lattices is twice the value of trigonal vortex lattices and
striped domains. Contributions directly associated with the finite size
of the nano disks, such as small distortions of the magnetization (nonuniformity) near the edges (Figure 3e,f), play a minor role since they
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do not discriminate between striped domains and trigonal vortex lattices. Furthermore, micromagnetic simulations reproduced the experimentally observed remanent states with coexisting nearly degenerate
striped and vortex phase (and higher order flux closure domains) at remanence (Figure 3e,f). The simulations performed at 0 K reveal a selection of one circulation in the vortex lattice, which originates from stray
field minimization during the nucleation process, and agrees well with
theoretical predictions of homocircular vortex lattices.13,23 Such a preference is experimentally confirmed by observing spatially confined vortex lattices with same sense of circulation at remanence, split up into
domains due to numerous nucleation sites (Figure 3a). Contrary to the
field-driven transitions (remanent state) (Figure 3a,c), thermal equilibration does not discriminate between vortex circulations (Figure 3b,d),
as evident from an integral change of ≲5%, and a vanishing vortex circulation correlation function
C1(r ≳ 3.5a) = ⟨c( R⃗ ) c( R⃗ + r⃗ )⟩ R⃗ ≈ 0.01

(excluding nearest neighbors) for the disordered vortex phase (Figure
3d). The vortex circulation c( R⃗ ) is defined as ±1 for opposite circulation,
and 0 for absent vortices. Furthermore, R⃗ = (x,y) and r⃗ is the location
of vortices, i.e. center of hexagon, and the distance vector, respectively.
On the other hand, calculating the vortex correlation function
C2(r) = 3⟨c2 (R⃗ )c2 (R⃗ + r⃗ )⟩ R⃗

allows for quantifying the aforementioned (quasi) long-range order as
the vortex population increases, and identifying the nature of the phase
transition. The coefficient normalizes C2(r) to the vortex population C2(0)
of a perfect trigonal lattice. Please note that we calculate the radial vortex correlation instead of the commonly used spin−spin correlation after
gauge transformation into a uniformly magnetization state24 due to the
lack of knowledge about the second in-plane magnetization component.
This approximation is valid since the phase transitions are characterized
by vortex formation. Because the phase transition is approached from below the critical temperature, the correlation function is expected to follow
either an exponential or algebraic spatial dependence for conventional
ordering transition and BTK transition,11,12 respectively. The resulting
long-range order (C2(r) ∝ e−r/ξ ) and quasi long-range order (C2(r) ∝ r−η),
respectively, can be discriminated by plotting the vortex correlation
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function on loglog (Figure 4c) and semilogy (Figure 4d) scale. Analyzing the vortex correlation length ξ of the ordered vortex phase reveals
ξ = (5.5 ± 0.2) a for the room temperature remanent state, and ξ = (10.9
± 0.6) a for the at 390 K thermally equilibrated state (Figure 3a,b). The
relative growth is similar to the increase of higher order peaks in the radial vortex distribution associated with trigonal symmetry (Figure 4b).
Contrarily, the disordered vortex phase exhibits a rapid drop of the vortex correlation function for small distances due to short-range order,
followed by an algebraic decay with η = 0.2 ± 0.1 and η = 0.23 ± 0.1 for
room temperature remanent and thermally equilibrated states, respectively (Figure 3c,d). Although these η values are close to the theoretical
value of 0.25 at the BTK transition,11,12 experimental uncertainty primarily limited by statistics does not provide definite proof. However, the failure of an exponential fit and the enlarged overall correlation of the thermally (partially) equilibrated state are indicators of a BTK-like transition
occurring in the XY honeycomb lattices at slightly higher temperatures.
While the presented samples (a ≲ 155 nm) are thermally stable at
room temperature and do not reveal any noticeable change for multiple hours, an elevated temperature of 390 K thermally (partially) equilibrates the states, reducing net magnetic moment, enlarging vortex population, and inducing a quasi long-range order in the disordered floating
phase [Figure 4]. In order to probe the governing role of stray field interaction and associated time scales, we monitor thermal fluctuations
by analyzing subsequent image series. The photon helicity is changed
every ten images, enabling us to retrieve both time averaged XMCD signal (∼30 min) and temporal evolution to discriminate between spatially
varying projection angle and thermal fluctuations with a temporal resolution of (7 + 0.5) s, including readout time. While this exposure time is
sufficient for probing ensembles with a ≲ 155 nm at 390 K, spin fluctuations in lattices with a ≳ 160 nm exceed the temporal resolution limit of
2.5 s, leading to apparently uncorrelated system. We did not apply aberration correction, demonstrated to enhance spatial resolution and contrast levels,43 due to yet unknown long-term stability. In particular, the
transition may occur abruptly (<4 s, equal to half the acquisition time)
or slowly, similar to domain wall creeping, over tens of minutes. The latter is a prominent mechanism for the homogeneous domains splitting
up into striped domains that advance from the border inward without
breaking flux closure (symmetry). Nucleations of symmetrically distinct
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Figure 5. Temporal evolution of vortex switching in quasi long-range ordered vortex
phase at 390 K. (a) Image series illustrating subsequent, collective vortex circulation
switching. Background shows the raw XMCD data overlaid by white circles referring
to the XMCD data of individual XY macro spins. (b) In-plane magnetization component
as a function of time with temporal resolution of 7.5 s. Orange and green curves refer to opposite photon helicity. (c) Auto correlation function revealing quasi periodic
switching. Maximal correlation is equal to 0.66.

states, i.e. vortices and higher order flux closure domains that ultimately
transform into striped domains, have been observed within homogeneous domains, though less frequently. In fact, these states preferentially
stabilize near domain boundaries and out of noncollinear spin configurations, e.g. vortex and disordered phases [Figure 3]. Aside from uncorrelated infrequent fluctuations, we observe subsequent vortex circulation
switching in the quasi long-range ordered phase in the vicinity of an otherwise thermally stable XY lattice (a = 155 nm) (Figure 5a,b). To quantify the switching, we calculate the temporal autocorrelation function
N

G(t) = ∑ j ⟨Sx(R⃗ j , τ)Sx(R⃗ j, τ + t) ⟩τ ,

where Sx is the magnetization component along the X-ray trajectory
⃗ j . It is calculated
(XMCD contrast) of individual nano disks located at R
as the sum over the two top nano disks minus the sum over the two bottom nano disks, that serves as a measure for the magnetic vortex state.
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The two center nano disks exhibit a virtually vanishing contrast due to
perpendicular macro spin alignment with respect to the X-ray trajectory.
The corresponding correlation G(t) quantitatively confirms the quasi
periodic switching of the vortex circulation (Figure 5c) in the floating
vortex phase (Figure 3d), and the corresponding degeneracy of vortex
circulation.
In conclusion, we studied spin configurations, correlations and fluctuations in planar XY macro spin−lattices resembling XY dipolar systems
at the micro scale. We observed the theoretically predicted antiferromagnetic striped ground state in square lattices, and 6-fold symmetric
structures, such as trigonal vortex lattices, disordered floating vortices,
and indications of the thermally select paired ground state, in the honeycomb lattice. The emergence of striped domains originates from the
hysteretic behavior of XY macro spin systems owing to multipolar stray
field interaction that preserves in-field stabilized states at remanence.
The increased vortex population and shrinking/collapse of striped domains at elevated temperatures confirms that individual energies are
mostly unaffected. The spin frustration in honeycomb lattices causes a
phase transition from a long-range ordered locked phase over a floating phase with quasi long-range order of vortices, similarly to the BTK
transition, to the paramagnetic state. The governing interplay between
stray field interaction and thermal excitations was manipulated through
enlarging lattice spacing and temperature. Furthermore, quasi periodic
switching of isolated vortices and absent correlation except for nearest
neighbors (short-range order) in the quasi long-range ordered phase
confirmed the degeneracy of the vortex circulation. Our results prove
the possibility to fabricate and investigate XY dipolar systems at the micro scale, and open up a new avenue in the field of artificial spin ice toward XY spins, spin liquids, Kitaev’s XYZ honeycomb lattices, and magnonics with tunable interactions.
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